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ALINA IBRAGIMOVA
CÉDRIC TIBERGHIEN
‘Alina Ibragimova is an
astonishing talent …
Technically the playing
is superb. Intonation is
exceptional, and
Ibragimova’s timbral
range … seems
unlimited… Cédric
Tiberghien, with whom
Ibragimova has played
often, offers a real
partnership rather than
mere support ’
(International Record
Review)

BACH/ SITKOVETSKY 
GOLDBERG VARIATIONS
The Goldberg Variations stands as one
of the greatest keyboard works ever
written. Composed for a two-manual
harpsichord, its universal musical
language and distinct voicing has made
it a popular subject for arrangement.
Dmitry Sitkovetsky’s version was 
made in 1985 to celebrate the 300th
anniversary of Bach’s birth. His
arrangement produces fascinating 
and delightful results, especially in this
vigorous performance from the Leopold
String Trio.
LEOPOLD STRING TRIO

CLEMENTI CAPRICCIOS & VARIATIONS
Howard Shelley’s survey of the complete
piano sonatas of Clementi was acclaimed
not only as a set of benchmark
performances, but also as the rediscovery
of a composer who was uniquely important
in his lifetime, which overlapped the
careers of Scarlatti and Chopin. This set of
Capriccios and Variations is something of a
footnote to the series. Howard Shelley has
made this repertoire his own. He performs
with his usual impeccably stylish flair.
HOWARD SHELLEY

THE ROMANTIC PIANO CONCERTO
VOLUME 54: SOMERVELL & COWEN
The three world premiere recordings
featured here comprise the complete 
works for piano and orchestra by both
composers. In his day Cowen was a
hugely successful contemporary of
Stanford and Parry. Sir Arthur Somervell’s
‘Highland’ concerto is a late work which
was never published and has consequently
been almost forgotten. An entertaining
addition to the renowned Romantic Piano
Concerto series.
MARTIN ROSCOE / BBC SSO / BRABBINS

MUSIC FOR HENRY V  
AND THE HOUSE OF LANCASTER
The Binchois Consort presents a disc
which demonstrates the beauty and
grandeur of the music performed daily 
in princely chapels of fifteenth-century
England. Scholarly notes by Philip Weller
place this music firmly in its historical
context, and the Binchois performances
represent the highest standard of early
music singing of the present day.
THE BINCHOIS CONSORT 
ANDREW KIRKMAN

HAYDN STRING QUARTETS
Haydn’s remarkable Opus 20 quartets
are rightfully regarded as landmarks in
the history of the string quartet. The 
six works are all individual masterpieces,
revealing astonishing consistency and 
a huge variety of form and style, 
and demonstrate a composer at the
height of creative maturity. The London
Haydn Quartet, having proved itself in
the Opus 9 and 17 quartets, is the ideal
advocate and gives elegant and
exhilaratingly assured performances.
THE LONDON HAYDN QUARTET

Hyperion Records PO BOX 25, LONDON SE9 1AX
info@hyperion-records.co.uk · TEL 020 8318 1234

BUXTEHUDE THE COMPLETE ORGAN
WORKS VOLUME 4
This latest addition to Christopher
Herrick’s acclaimed Buxtehude
catalogue is performed on the
magnificent Organ of Trinity College
Chapel, Cambridge. Herrick’s
communication is exceptional in 
these stimulating performances and
his inspired interpretations are so vivid
that they appear improvisatory in their
approach.
CHRISTOPHER HERRICK
THE ORGAN OF TRINITY COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE

MP3 and lossless downloads of all our recordings
are available from www.hyperion-records.co.uk

RAVEL COMPLETE MUSIC FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Maurice Ravel’s mature works for violin and piano have established a central place
in the core recital repertoire and are considered among the most popular of the
genre. These diverse works acknowledge the influences of a range of musical styles
from jazz to Impressionism and fuse the tonal colours of Debussy with the lyricism
of Franck. Alina Ibragimova displays a vast expressive range and interpretative
maturity. She is accompanied by pianist Cédric Tiberghien, who gives elegant and
flawless performances and relishes Ravel’s iridescent piano parts.
ALINA IBRAGIMOVA 
CÉDRIC TIBERGHIEN

Compact Disc CDA67868

Compact Disc CDA67837
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Society News 
 

 
Cutting the cake is guest, Rita Davies with (l – r) 
Chairman, Betty Seddon; Secretary/Treasurer, Derek 
Kinsey and Committee Member, Derek Stott 

Spalding Music Club Centenarian  
We read with interest the item re Claude Spiers 
celebrating his 100th birthday (Spring Bulletin); 
however, I would like to report that we also have a 

centenarian, Don Swales, who was 100 in 2009. We 
made a cake and celebrated on his birthday; he is still 
in good health, lives alone and looks after himself.  
Keith Dobney, Hon. Secretary 
 
Editor: Congratulations to Don from all at the 
FRMS. 
 
Loughborough RMS at fifty 
Fifty years ago a group of music enthusiasts got 
together with a view to forming a music society; they 
all put in £5 - which each one received back as funds 
grew - and so the Loughborough Gramophone 
Society was born. In those early days, as well as 
playing and listening to records, members went 
together to concerts and even produced their own. Of 
course times have changed – from the humble 78 
through to LPs and on to CDs.  Our name has also 
changed - to the Loughborough RMS - as has our 
venue, four times, although not always through 
choice.  From a peak of around 60 members our 
numbers have settled at around 25 but the enthusiasm 
is still as strong as in those early days. Our 
programme for the season usually includes half a 
dozen guest speakers along with music by our own 
members, coupled with a Coffee Evening and Annual 
Dinner.  What of the future? Well, for the immediate 
future we will continue to enjoy our music and social 
evenings just as they are. The distant future will take 
care of itself, but I am sure the music of 
Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Brahms, Sibelius et al will 
still  keep groups like ours listening together.  
Ray Wainwright, Hon Secretary

Epsom RMS - a sad loss 
We are sad to announce the death of Peggy Dubois in 
February, just short of her 83rd birthday. Peggy was a 
founding member and served as Hon. Secretary for 
more than fifty years until retiring from the post in 
2006. Her musical interests included singing with the 
Royal Choral Society and the Malcolm Sargent 
Festival Choir. At Peggy’s final farewell, members of 
Epsom’s Ebba Singers sang Elgar’s Ave Verum and 
Schubert’s Sanctus to reflect Peggy’s love of choral 
music. 
Martin Le Ray, Hon. Secretary 
 
Bradford RMS closes 
It is with much sadness that I advise that Bradford 
RMS folded on the 28th June 2011. For several years 
the Society faced declining membership and 
attendances.  It was hoped our move to a new venue 
four years ago would help re-launch the Society, but 
regrettably, we were not supported in the numbers we 
had both hoped for and expected. The Society did not 
stand still in its quest to recruit new members and 
probably did more than any other society in the 
FRMS to promote itself with many different 
initiatives taken, most of which prompted no 
response whatsoever. Within the first two months of 
our move to the new venue, our Chairman died 
suddenly. With an already depleted Committee this 
meant that I, as Secretary, had to run the Society 
almost single-handedly, requiring a virtual 100% 
attendance record, something I am no longer able to 
commit to.  
Geoff Bateman, Secretary 
 
Swinton hits 40 
Thirty guests, including nine from other societies, 
recently celebrated at Swinton Recorded Music 
Group’s 40th anniversary meeting.  

Derek Stott, Swinton RMG 
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REVIEWS   CDs and Books                                                      CDs reviewed by Thelma Shaw 
 
A Song in Season 
The whole range of John Rutter’s music has an 
indefinable quality that is immensely satisfying to 
singers and listeners alike.  From the whimsical, 
such as his setting of Wind in the Willows, to the 
powerful grandeur of his Te Deum, one is left with 
a joyful sense that all is right with the world. His 
latest sacred choral compositions on the Collegium 
label are a prime example.  A Song in Season is an 
album of 12 commissions to celebrate important 
occasions or people, including: 

Wells Jubilate, written for a service in Wells 
Cathedral to celebrate the completion of restoration 
work, and Winchester Te Deum for the installation of 
the Dean of Winchester. 

Look to the Day, commissioned by Cancer 
Research UK for a special thanksgiving service in Ely 
Cathedral. 

To every thing there is a season expresses the 
theme of the album and is in memory of a choir 
director in New York.  
In a superb recording by the incomparable 
Cambridge Singers and the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra conducted by John Rutter, each of these 
songs by an inspired and inspirational composer 
adds another gem to the modern English choral 
repertoire.  
COLCD 135  

Gluzman plays Bruch 
On the BIS label Select Music has issued a 
recording of the acclaimed young Israeli violinist 
Vadim Gluzman playing works by Max Bruch: 
Violin Concerto No. 1, Romance in F major and 
String Quintet in A minor. Gluzman realises the 
lyrical and dramatic qualities associated with the 
familiar concerto that Bruch himself disparagingly 
called ‘the concerto for all and sundry.’  But, if 
only because they are much less well known, it is 
the two other works that stand out.  Both written in 
the composer’s later years, they are every bit as 
compelling as the concerto. 

In sonata form, the Romance sustains a rapturous 
mood throughout, with the solo violin supported, but 
not overpowered, by an atmospheric orchestral score. 

For me, the String Quintet was a revelation.  It was 
rediscovered in 1988 in the BBC music library, where 
it had been overlooked since a broadcast performance 
in 1937.  Written almost a century ago by an 80-year 
old, it has the impact of a modern composition. This 
ensemble demonstrates the technical skill as well as 
the artistic and dramatic interpretation demanded by 
this joyous work.         
BIS  SACD 18 
 

Avant-garde works from Hyperion 
Whatever one’s feelings about the use of

16

JOHN RUTTER
A SONG IN SEASON
Sacred choral music by John Rutter

Wells Jubilate · Look to the day · To every thing there is a season · Carol of the Magi
O Lord, thou has searched me out · Most glorious Lord of  Life · Look at the world · Veni Sancte Spiritus

Available from www.collegium.co.uk

A major collection of new choral music by John Rutter,
featuring a host of previously unrecorded works in
glittering performances by the Cambridge Singers and
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.

Conducted by the composer, ‘A Song in Season’, ranges
across the church’s year, incorporaing music for
Christmas, Epiphany, Pentecost, Easter and Harvest.
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REVIEWS   CDs and Books 
       

 
electronics and synthesised elements in 
composition, it is impossible to ignore this 
compelling CD of four works by Jonathan Harvey.  
Using a combination of the human voice, flute, 
cello and synthesiser blended with pre-recorded 
elements, Harvey creates exhilarating sounds that 
deserve more than a cursory hearing.  This disc 
contains two contrasting a cappella choral pieces.  
The Angels (1994), written for the Christmas Eve 
festival of Nine Lessons and Carols from King’s 
College, Cambridge, is a setting of words by John 
V. Taylor.  In a blend of humming, two-part canon 
and unison, the words and music convey a sense of 
unending tranquillity in the Anglican tradition.   

In complete contrast Marahi (1999) also draws 
on Buddhist beliefs in what Harvey describes as  
‘a hymn of adoration to the divine feminine’.  
Chanted Sanskrit Buddhist prayers alternate with a 
spoken English adaptation of a hymn to the Virgin 
in three continuous sections headed Angelic, 
Human and Animal realms respectively.  These 
demonstrate the common basis for differing beliefs 
and concepts, using highly unconventional sounds 
and rhythms that make great demands on the 
singers. It is the other two futuristic compositions 
that really stretch the imagination and force us into 
new territory. In Ashes Dance Back a specialist 
chorus and pre-recorded sound are electronically 
interwoven in a setting of a Persian poem that  

 
depicts death as a rapturous event.  Again, the 
vocal sounds, sometimes stridently dissonant, are 
unfamiliar, as in The Summer Clouds Awakening, 
scored for choir, flute, cello and electronics. 

Appreciation of alternative music is essentially 
subjective but, however one views the result, this 
magnificent Hyperion recording is a masterpiece of 
brilliant performance. For many of us, this poses a 
challenging leap into the unknown but it is one that 
deserves to be taken.  The works incorporate 
modern audio technology to produce strange, 
exciting music that will eventually become 
familiar.  Try it!        
 CDA67835 
 

Beecham magic on SOMM 
In excellent digitally remastered transfers of 
memorable live recordings, SOMM has captured 
brilliantly the magic of the legendary conductor Sir 
Thomas Beecham.  This outstanding first 
commercial release in the Beecham Collection 
contains items from three concerts recorded in 
1955/6 with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra: 
Wagner’s Rienzi Overture; Delius’ In a Summer 
Garden, and Schubert’s Symphony No.9. 

Sir Thomas Beecham’s conducting genius and 
empathy with his orchestra was such that he could 
instil life into the most mundane work and make 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOMM Advert  
½ page colour 

 

pays tribute to

29th April 1879 - 8th March 1961

SOMM-BEECHAM 29

WAGNER Overture: Rienzi
DELIUS In A Summer Garden
SCHUBERT Symphony No. 9
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by SIR THOMAS BEECHAM

Rob Cowan. The Trojans. SOMM-BEECHAM 26-8.

Classical Recordings Quarterly. The Trojans. SOMM-BEECHAM 26-8.

Rob Barnett - MusicWeb International.
Mozart, Alwyn, Grieg, SOMM-BEECHAM 23.

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION For catalogue and further information: sales@somm-recordings.com  www.somm-recordings.com 

The Sir Thomas Beecham Trust provides Scholarships for young musicians
studying for a degree in music at University. Please help the Trust to fund
more Awards by making a donation to the charity.
Sir Thomas Beecham Trust Ltd., Castle House, Bungay, Suffolk NR35 1AE Charity Reg. 295415.
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REVIEWS   CDs and Books 
       

one listen to hackneyed pieces with renewed 
interest.  Here his skilful interpretation of the 
Rienzi Overture at a performance in the Royal 
Festival Hall, is a prime example.   

Beecham described Delius’ In a Summer 
Garden as ‘well-nigh flawless in form and 
orchestration’.  On this recording, its breathtaking 
performance at the 1956 Edinburgh Festival is 
sheer joy and reflects Beecham’s deep feeling for 
the work.  The still silence after last bars of 
diminuendo is as eloquent an appreciation as the 
applause. 

Sir Thomas Beecham conducted Schubert’s 
Symphony No.9 for the last time at a concert 
recorded at the Royal Festival Hall in 1955.  Under 
its conductor’s typically skilful and sensitive 
direction, the RPO gave a dynamic performance, 
from a lyrical unhurried opening to a thrilling 
finale.  

Released in collaboration with the Sir Thomas 
Beecham Trust, this outstanding CD is an example 
of SOMM’s expertise in using modern technology 
to preserve historically significant performances.  
SOMM Beecham 29 
 

First the book, now the CD 
In the Spring 2010 issue (152) I reviewed the book 
The Music Goes Round and Around by the 
renowned clarinettist Basil Tschaikov.  SOMM has 
now issued a recording under the title My Years 
with Beecham.  Here the author talks with Jon 
Tolansky, concentrating on the sections of his book 
that described his life as a musician playing under 
the spell of a superb conductor.  

With amusing anecdotes and excellent musical 
illustrations from the SOMM catalogue of 
Beecham conducting the London Philharmonic and 
Royal Philharmonic orchestras during the time the 
author was a member, this is the perfect companion 
to Tschaikov’s most readable book. 
 

World firsts on Dutton EPOCH  
The steady output of rarely-heard works from Mike 
Dutton’s Vocalion studio is invaluable to RMS 
groups aiming to include unfamiliar compositions 
in their programmes.  Excellently recorded releases 
on the Epoch label include world première 
recordings by Delius, Gordon Jacob and a selection 
of unknown works for cello and orchestra by York 
Bowen, Alan Bush and Havergal Brian.  
Delius: Poem of Life and Love. Delius constantly 

revised this orchestral work and its extended form 
was published in 1999.  Life and love are represented 
in two distinct sections that lead to a stirring climax 
just before the work ends.  
Delius enthusiasts will also welcome a revised (2010) 
version of David Matthews’ arrangement of the 
moving opera A Village Romeo and Juliet, recorded 

by the Royal Scottish National Orchestra. The CD 
also includes Lebenstanz and Irmelin Suite. 
CDLX 7264 

Gordon Jacob: Music for Viola and Orchestra.  In 
his two concertos and four pieces for viola and 
orchestra Jacob demonstrated the versatile nature of 
the viola with music ranging from “rugged and virile” 
to “gentle and singing”.  This is a stunning CD of 
significant music, in particular the Viola Concerto 
no.1. Also included is a short Passacaglia 
Stereophonica, written in 1960 for BBC stereophonic 
test broadcasts.    
CDLX 7258 

Discoveries of Cello music:  Recorded on 2 CDs, 
York Bowen’s romantic Rhapsody (1924), Bush’s 
virtuoso Concert Suite (1952) and Brian’s light and 
appealing Concerto (1964), all scored for cello and 
orchestra, are a joyous find.  The celebrated cellist 
Raphael Wallfisch, supported by the BBC Concert 
orchestra conducted by Martin Yates, warmly and 
sensitively interprets every nuance of mood and style 
in these works.  
CDLX  7263 
 
These welcome issues should do much to bring to 
the fore British music that has been sadly, and 
puzzlingly, overlooked. 

Children’s corner 
At the FRMS music weekend Paul Arden-Taylor 
(Dinmore Records) played a delightful version of 
The Teddy Bears’ Picnic*, rarely heard nowadays.  
Also, among the large selection of CDs on 
Wyastone’s stall were several recordings of the 
old singing games and nursery rhymes that were an 
important part of childhood for most of our 
readers.  I suspect that very few children today 
know any of these songs and games and this 
traditional aspect of children’s play seems to have 
been lost.  

Chatting along these lines to Antony Smith, a 
director of Wyastone, I was cheered to learn that 
his 8-year-old son loves to listen to the songs and 
to have the unfamiliar language and games 
explained.  Maybe the pendulum will swing back; 
childhood might become less sophisticated and 
play less technology-driven. For anyone wishing to 
introduce their youngest to the way we played ‘in 
olden days’, the following delightful CDs from 
Wyastone, each with a booklet of words and 
comprehensive background information, are an 
excellent buy. 

Children’s Singing Games.  This collection from 
the early 1960s features children from Junior Schools 
in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales. They were 
recorded in the school playgrounds as the children 
played skipping, ball-bouncing, line, dipping and ring 
games.  I guarantee this will revive many a long-
forgotten and happy memory.  SayDisc CD-SDL 338 
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Old English Nursery Rhymes.  Vivien Ellis and 
Tim Laycock with the Broadside Band sing 52 songs 
that will appeal to the very young.   
SayDisc CD-SDL 419 

Alice in Wonderland; Alice through the looking 
Glass.  A lovely 4-CD set for older children in which 
Sir John Gielgud reads these abridged classics.  With 
musical extracts from Mendelssohn’s String 
Symphonies and Boyce’s Symphonies.  
NimbusNI 1723 
*Dinmore’s Teddy Bears’ Picnic is a recording 
from the archives of the BBC Midland Radio 
Orchestra and features the rackett, a 2-reeded 
instrument of the bassoon family.  Its long tube is 
folded many times and it will amuse children to 
know that it is often called a sausage bassoon! 
 

Opera for children 
To mark the 60th birthday of the British composer, 
Ronald Corp, NAXOS has released his superb new 
four-act opera for children, The Ice Mountain.  
Based on a Swiss legend, this expressively 
beautiful work describes the cycle of life, 
represented by the four seasons, and how to come 
to terms with death.  The New London Children’s 
Choir and members of the New London Orchestra, 
both founded by Corp, respond eloquently to the 
composer’s sensitive direction to give a vivid 
performance ranging from powerful joy to 
haunting sorrow.    Naxos 8.572777 
 
Summary:  These reviews encompass a wide range 
of music and all are worth repeated listening and 
can contribute to the variety of RMS programmes.  

               Thelma Shaw 
   

Stars in Brass 
Works of Berlioz: Fairey Engineering Band 
For lovers of Berlioz AND brass bands this CD 
reissue could be for you. The band was founded in 
1937 by a group of employees at the Fairey 
Aviation Works in Stockport and is currently The 
Fairey (Geneva) Band. As the William Fairey 
Engineering Band in 1992 they recorded a 
selection of Berlioz pieces under the late Major 
Peter Parkes and the resulting CD was considered 
to be one of the band’s best efforts. Due to 
repeated demands this CD is a ‘one-off’ reissue by 
a Fairey's old boy, Peter Nicholas.  

Peter explains: ‘The bandroom was completely 
destroyed by fire in 2010 and items from over 60 
years, which cannot be replaced, went up in smoke. 
Any help you can give us would be extremely 
welcome’. 

The band gives us the Hungarian March, 
Carnaval Romain, The Corsair, Benvenuto Cellini, 
Witches’ Sabbath and Judges Of The Secret Court 
as well as two lesser-known items, Will o’ the 

Wisps and Ballet Des Sylphes. I very much enjoyed 
this CD, performed superbly by the band, and Peter 
offers it to readers of the Bulletin at £12.50 but 
without the usual postal charge. Send a 
cheque payable to Stars in Brass to: Stars in Brass, 
PO Box 760, Stockport, SK5 9AP.        Paul Astell 
 
Music All the Way   
by Brian Astell  
Pen Press; 376pp 
The surname may seem familiar and Brian is 
indeed the Editor’s first cousin! He has past 
associations with the FRMS as founder of Hereford 
Music Circle as well as being involved in a 
multitude of other musical activities in that city. 
His story begins with the earliest memories of 
childhood in 1930s London, the trauma of World 
War II and his first steps on a musical journey that 
has shaped his whole life. The initial interest in 
music can be traced back to those wartime years 
and the inspiration provided by two Baptist 
ministers: the first toured the bomb shelters during 
the Blitz and was to reappear on the scene after the 
war; the other was Brian’s host during evacuation 
when billeted in Lancashire where the home-sick 
child was taken along to church services and the 
strains of a mighty pipe organ were heard for the 
first time. This sparked a fascination that would 
lead not only to a lifetime as a church organist, but 
also to taking up music as a full-time career. The 
front cover illustration depicts the delivery of his 
first piano by horse and cart, but after the war 
Brian dabbled with various other instruments, 
especially the clarinet.  

He also developed ‘a lifelong record-collecting 
obsession’ with an estimated 10,000 discs 
purchased over the years. The ‘living hell’ of 
National Service in the Band of the Coldstream 
Guards is described in agonising detail but 
eventually a degree paved the way towards a career 
in teaching – music of course. School life ended 
prematurely but the education system’s loss was 
the leisure industry’s gain with Brian leading 
musical holiday groups, including SAGA, at home 
and abroad. It was yet another musical talent that 
drew him to Hereford when invited to sing bass 
with the cathedral choir. This is a fascinating and 
often intimate insight into a life dedicated to music 
and of one who is equally passionate about 
communicating his extensive knowledge to a wider 
audience.                                               Paul Astell 
 
Heddle Nash: Singing against the tide  
The life and times of a British tenor  
by Eleanor Allen; Jubilee House Press; 272pp 
Heddle Nash was surely the most popular British 
tenor on record, in concert and opera, from the 
1920s through to the late 1950s. His was a light 
lyric tenor with a distinctive and unmistakable 
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NEW RELEASES 2011

For more information about the full range of Naxos Releases or to register for our monthly newsletter
please visit www.naxos.com

For a free catalogue, please contact your local Naxos distributor:
UK: email: cds@selectmusic.co.uk · USA: email: naxos@naxosusa.com · Canada: email: naxos@naxoscanada.com

www.naxos.com

BRITISH MUSIC SERIES

ALWYN
Violin Concerto

85
70

70
5

85
72

64
0

“This recording calls attention to the music’s 
beguilingly romantic heart... Beautifully 

played by Lorraine McAslan” 

ARNOLD
Cello Concerto

World Premiere Recording
“Arnold would have adored Raphael’s 

playing. His tone is gorgeous, and he has 
caught the chiaroscuro quite beautifully.” 

Winter Legends
“Ashley Wass has cornered the market in 

recordings of Arnold Bax’s piano music... The 
performances throughout are thoroughly winning” 

85
72

59
7

BAX
Piano Concerto No. 1

BRYARS

85
72

57
0

“A deep, evocative response to the waterway in Bryars’s 
new concerto... Ralph van Raat’s playing combines 
powerful projection with a neo-Romantic sensibility” 

Piano Concerto

Gramophone
The Daily Telegraph

The Guardian

Gramophone

85
72

55
5

RUBBRA
String Quartets Nos. 1, 3 & 4

Financial Times

“The Magginis clearly love this music… 
playing it with the understanding

and finesse it deserves” 

85
72

45
2

STANFORD
Piano Quartet No. 2

 “This excellent performance from the Gould 
Piano Trio highlights the dramatic contours... the 

Gould elucidate with understanding and panache” 
The Daily Telegraph
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This year, on the 75th Anniversary of our Foundation 

Our Annual General Meeting 
will be hosted by 

The Rochdale Gramophone Society 
itself celebrating its 80th Anniversary 

 
This auspicious event will take place at 2pm 

 
Saturday 22nd October 2011 

 
Join us at the  

Birch Hotel  
Manchester Road, Heywood, Greater Manchester, OL10 2QD 

(tel: 01706 366137   email: birchhotel@courtesyworld.co.uk) 
(overnight B&B £35 Single, £55 shared) 

 
You are invited to share this important celebration! 

 

Much more than a business meeting, enjoy also 
 

A Recorded Music Recital 
Presented by Roy Smithson of Rochdale Gramophone Society 

 
A Celebration Dinner preceded by a Drinks Reception  

 
 and a Choral Recital by  

 

More Than Melody  
 

Tickets £25 for the dinner and recital :   Recital Only: £5 
 
 

Booking Forms available from  FRMS Secretary, 
Tony Baines, 18 Albany Road, Hartshill, Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 6BB 

01782 251460  secretary@thefrms.co.uk 
or via www.thefrms.co.uk 

 
Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope with your application.  

 
All cheques to be payable to the Federation of Recorded Music Societies Ltd. 
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The Birth of the Federation 
Colin Dancer (Cardiff RMS) is currently producing a book documenting the history of the FRMS in words and 
pictures. Here he describes how it all started. 
 
The 19th century saw great 
strides in science and 
engineering which led to the 
development of radio, 
telephones and sound 
reproduction. Without these 
developments there would be no 
gramophones and no 
Gramophone Societies!  

Edison invented his 
phonograph in 1876, in which a 
stylus inscribed a track in tinfoil 
wrapped around a cylinder; the 
depth of the track varied 
according to the sound waves 
hitting a diaphragm attached to 
the stylus.  He tested his 
invention by speaking those 
immortal words: ‘Mary had a 
little lamb’. This was the same 
year that Alexander Graham 
Bell invented his electric 
telephone, technology which 
would lead to the development 
of the loudspeaker.  

After ten years of 
development, Edison was 
selling his talking machines for 
use as dictation machines, but a 
year later, in 1887, Berliner 
invented his gramophone which 
used flat shellac discs for 
recording and reproduction. 
These flat discs were much 
easier to store than Edison’s 
cylinders. 

In 1898 the Gramophone 
and Typewriter Company was 
formed, the predecessor of 
HMV, and machines were made 
and sold for the domestic 
market. These were sold 
through bicycle shops, since, if 
you had the skills to repair 
bicycles, you should be able to 
understand and repair 
gramophones. Sound quality 
was not good and commercial 
discs were produced of mainly 
comic songs and speeches by 
eminent people. I remember 
hearing a speech by Florence 
Nightingale for the troops: I 
couldn’t understand what she 

was saying, but it must have 
been very uplifting for those 
men! The breakthrough for 
music recording was made in 
1902 when Fred Gaisberg 
persuaded Caruso to make some 
recordings in Milan. This 
created the only chance that the 
man in the street had to hear this 
legendary voice; other opera 
singers quickly followed.  

In 1903 a complete 
recording of Verdi’s Ernani was 
issued on 40 single-sided discs. 
This must have been produced 
with a much reduced 
orchestration since recording 
was purely mechanical, with 
sound input through a large horn 
that you had to be near to record 
at a reasonable level. Early 
gramophone societies 
concentrated on achieving the 
best reproduction from their 
crude instruments and held 
competitions with prizes for the 
best results. 

A big step forward in 
technology occurred in 1925, 
when electrical recording was 
introduced. The microphones 
were sensitive enough to be 
suspended over the performers 
and larger orchestras could be 
used. As technology improved 
to give better reproduction, 
people became more interested 
in the content of the recordings 
and the uses to which the 
gramophone could be put. The 
recording companies saw that 
the growth of gramophone 
societies was good for business 
and suggested to their dealers 
that they should give every 
encouragement to the societies; 
gradually the movement grew. 

In a parallel movement the 
universities ran evening classes 
which used the gramophone for 
musical illustrations. This was 
the route that led Johnny 
Johnson (who was to become 
the first chairman of the 

Federation) to a gramophone 
society. The first classes he 
attended were run by a good 
musician who taught the theory 
of music. This did not suit 
Johnny’s idea of what the 
classes should be about and he 
complained, explaining that 
what was needed was an 
appreciation of music. (Was this 
the first time anyone had talked 
about music appreciation?)  
Johnny took over the classes 
and when the university pulled 
the plug due to insufficient 
support, he carried on privately 
in his own home and these 
classes were converted to 
Gillingham Gramophone 
Society. 

In those days there was little 
co-operation between societies. 
Each society had to arrange its 
own licensing and insurance and 
deal with the taxman over 
entertainment tax. There was no 
one to turn to for help so Johnny 
Johnson, with his friend, F. Eric 
Young, decided that it would be 
a good idea to have an umbrella 
organisation which could help 
with these functions. They 
contacted as many societies as 
they could trace, but the 
response was lukewarm. After 
two failed attempts, the third 
was supported by the record 
companies and the Gramophone 
Magazine. Perhaps it was the 
lure of a meeting at the 
Columbia studios in Abbey 
Road that did the trick, but the 
inaugural meeting was attended 
by 37 delegates representing 12 
societies, and the National 
Federation of Gramophone 
Societies was on its way!  

 

Colin would be grateful 
for any contributions of 
photos and stories from 
individual societies. His 
details are on page 30. 
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FRMS OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 
 
 Federation of Recorded Music Societies Ltd 
 Registered Office:  18 Albany Road, Hartshill, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 6BB 
 Registered in England:  No. 700106 Website: www.thefrms.co.uk 
  
 
Officers 
Chairman John Davies, 18 Hellath Wen, Nantwich CW5 7BB 01270 627269 
 chairman@thefrms.co.uk 

Vice-Chairman Mick Birchall, 2 Burley Close, Desford, Leicester LE9 9HX 01455 823494 

Secretary Tony Baines, 18 Albany Road, Hartshill, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 6BB 01782 251460 
  secretary@thefrms.co.uk 

Treasurer Graham Kiteley, 11 Ragley Crescent, Bromsgrove B60 2BD 01527 870549 
  treasurer@thefrms.co.uk 

Bulletin Editor Paul Astell, 17 Boot Street, Whittington, Oswestry SY11 4DG 01691 771437 
editor @thefrms.co.uk 

Technical Officer Philip Ashton, 27 Dunsby Road, Luton LU3 2UA 01582 651632 
 technical@thefrms.co.uk 

Committee 
Roger Apps 2 Spring Meadows, Upper Studely, Trowbridge BA14 0HD 01225 768098 
 roger.apps@thefrms.co.uk 

Jim Bostwick 6 Oakroyd Close, Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 4BP 01484 717865 
 jim.bostwick@thefrms.co.uk 

Allan Child  12 Highfield Road, Derby DE22 1GZ 01332 332649 
Bulletin distribution & Presenters’ List: allan.child@thefrms.co.uk 

Colin Dancer 24 Garth Close, Bassaleg, Newport, Gwent NP10 8NX 01633 892077 
 colin.dancer@thefrms.co.uk 

Tony Pook 1 Lower Friargate, York YO1 9SL 01904 642407 
 Newsletter: tony.pook@thefrms.co.uk 

Thelma Shaw 15 Cann’s Lane, Hethersett, Norwich NR9 3JE 01603 812996 
 thelma.shaw@thefrms.co.uk 

George Steele The Cottage, 51 Pegasus Court, Rochdale OL11 4EA 01706 525630 
Website: webmaster@thefrms.co.uk 

Ron & Denise 
Beech         96, Kenilworth Road, Coventry CV4 7AH        02476 418789     
(co-opted)       Organisers: Daventry Music Weekend 2012  
 denise.beech@thefrms.co.uk       ron.beech@thefrms.co.uk      

Regional Secretaries 
Scotland Cath Maidment, St Magnus, 61 Queen St. Carnoustie, Angus DD7 7BA      01242 853017 
Central Mick Birchall, 2 Burley Close, Desford, Leicester LE9 9HX   01455 823494 
North East Ted Shepherd, 35 Elmfield Gardens, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE3 4XB  01912 857003 
W Middlesex Mrs P Jiggins, 140 Holylake Crescent, Ickenham UB10 8JH   01895 634485 
W Surrey Roger Saunders, Westbury, 52 Waggoners Way, Grayshott, Surrey GU26 6JX 01428 605002 
Yorkshire Jim Bostwick, 6 Oakroyd Close, Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 4BP  01484 717865 
West                  Roger Apps, 2 Spring Meadows, Upper Studely, Trowbridge BA14 0HD              01225 768098 
  

President  Lyndon Jenkins Vice-President  J R Shaw 
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SCHUBERT THE PIANO TRIOS
Wiener Schubert Trio
NI 6137 [2CDs] • special price for FRMS readers £15

J.S. BACH

SONATAS & PARTITAS FOR SOLO VIOLIN
David Jurtiz, violin
NI 6142 [2CDs]• special price for FRMS readers £15

CARL CZERNY

SOLO PIANO SONATAS VOLUME 3
Martin Jones, piano
NI 5872 [2CDs] • special price for FRMS readers £15

SHOSTAKOVICH STRING QUARTET

WEINBERG PIANO QUINTET
Kopelman Quartet with Elizaveta Kopelman
NI 5865 • special price for FRMS readers £10

RAKHAMANINOV THE PIANO CONCERTOS
John Lill, piano
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
NI 1720 [3CDs] • special price for FRMS readers

BRAHMS HANDEL VARIATIONS,
WALTZES & FANTASIAS
Misha Dichter, piano
NI 2578 • special price for FRMS readers £6

NEW RELEASES FROM

Special Prices are for FRMS readers only and valid until 31st December 2011
Full details for each release are available on our website www.wyastone.co.uk

To order please contact
Tel: 01600 892 747   Fax: 01600 891 052   Email: sales@wyastone.co.uk   www.wyastone.co.uk

Wyastone Estate Limited, Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, NP25 3SR

J.S. Bach Goldberg Variations
Nick van Bloss, piano  [NI 6136]

A TRIBUTE TO RACHMANINOFF
Vladimir Feltsman, piano
Russian National Symphony Orchetra
NI 6148 • special price for FRMS readers £6

THE MUSIC OF DAVID JEPHCOTT
The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Clark Rundell, conductor
NI 6140 • special price for FRMS readers £10

BEETHOVEN ORCHESTRAL WORKS
The London  Symphony Orchestra
Yondani Butt, conductor
NI 6144 • special price for FRMS readers £10
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DUTTON EPOCH PO BOX 609, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD18 7YA, England 
plus p&p p&p   

HURD
The Widow of Ephesus

Mr Owen’s Great 
Endeavour

PIPPA GOSS
LOUISE WINTER

MICHAEL BUNDY
Orchestra Nova

City of Canterbury 
Chamber Choir
GEORGE VASS

CDLX 7269
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS

BOWEN
Suite for Violin & Piano

Sonata for Cello & Piano
Sonata for Violin & 

Piano
Viola Sonata No.1
Viola Sonata No.2

Phantasy for Viola & 
Piano

ENDYMION ENSEMBLE
JAMES BOYD

BENGT FORSBERG

LXBOX 2011
2-CD bargain-priced boxed set

ENTERTAINING
MISS AUSTEN
Newly discovered music from 
Jane Austen’s family collection
First recordings of Jane’s three  
favourite songs – and a dozen more  

the only piece of music named in the 

AMANDA PITT
JOHN LOFTHOUSE
DAVID OWEN NORRIS
CDLX 7271
INCLUDES WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS

FULL RELEASE DETAILS AVAILABLE at www.duttonvocalion.co.uk

JOUBERT
Symphony No.2

ALWYN
Prelude and Derrybeg Fair

MARTELLI
Symphony, Op.4

Royal Scottish 
National Orchestra
MARTIN YATES
CDLX 7270
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS

SCHMITT Music for Two Pianos
The long-lived French composer Florent Schmitt (1870-

equally gorgeous in their piano versions (four hands or two 

all but two of which are world premiere recordings in these 
La tragédie 

de Salomé
most familiar but the charm and colour of the ballet music 
Le petit elfe ‘Ferme-l’oeil’ (The Little Fairy ‘Sleepy-eyes’), a 

These and various other pieces complete a most enjoyable 
traversal of Schmitt’s piano music, presented here in 

Includes La tragédie de Salomé, Le petit elfe ‘Ferme-l’oeil’, 

Includes World Premiere Recordings (in these versions)
also available on iTunes (2-CD set)

KUULA Songs and Orchestral Music
This remarkable programme presents songs and orchestral 
music by Finnish composer Toivo Kuula (1883-1918), a 

and choral music, Kuula’s arresting orchestral music draws 
heavily on folk legends and Ostrobothnian folksong and 
constitutes some of the most striking Finnish music of its 

Orchestra under the inspired baton of Martyn Brabbins give 

/MARTYN BRABBINS
World Premiere Recordings (in these versions)

 CDLX 7272

GODARD Piano Concerto No.1
Dutton Epoch explores the music of French composer 

for his violin concertos, in this disc featuring his equally 

substantial four-movement work is brought brilliantly to life 

by the showpiece  for piano and 

of tuneful, romantic orchestral music will respond to these 
vividly imagined scores, all of which are world premiere 

, 

Royal Scottish National Orchestra/MARTIN YATES
World Premiere Recordings                  

also available on iTunes 

I NTERNATIONAL SERI ES
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